
Toyota 5th Generation 4Runner 2010-Newer
Thank you for choosing White Knuckle Rock Sliders

Please read instructions before beginning installation. Check hardware kit contents against
content list below. Also, check the tools needed against the list below.

Hardware Kit                                                                Tools Needed
1-Drivers Side Rock Slider Floor Jack
1-Passenger Side Rock Slider 2 Axle Stands
6 - U-bolts 3/4" Wrench / Ratchet & Socket
10 - 1/2" Nuts, Flat Washers, and Lock Washers 12mm & 13mm Sockets
2 – 1/2” Nylock Locking Nuts 5/8” and 11/16” Wrenches
7/16” Spacer (1/2” nut) & M8 x 30mm Bolt (KDSS)
1 – 3/8” X 1” X 1-1/2” Plastic Spacers for Hard Line Clips with two sided tape

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Non KDSS Models
1. Remove or reverse the small plastic mud flaps that are attached to the bottom of the rocker

directly in front of the rear wheel well.
2. On the driver side rear mounting position, you will need to unsnap the plastic clip from the

frame that holds the hard lines on the top of the frame (this can be done easily with a flat
screw driver). Clean the area of the frame where the plastic spacer will be fixed. Expose the
adhesive on the two sided tape and attach the plastic spacer between the frame and the hard
line clips then secure assembly in original location on frame. This will allow the U-bolt to be
pushed through from the back side of the frame Figure 2.

3. Place the axle stands directly under the rocker panel. Place the rock slider on the axle stands
Figure 1.

4. Place the floor jack under the center of the rock slider and lift until the mounting plates are in
a position to receive the U-bolts from the back side of the vehicle frame.

5. NOTE: Start with the front mount by installing the washer and locking nut on the upper U-
Bolt leg as this area is more difficult because of the lack of space and may require movement
of the slider towards the rear of the vehicle to gain the space needed to install the washer and
locking nut. NOTE: Slide the U-bolt up from the bottom against the inside of the frame to
insure brake lines, etc. will not be pinched by the U-bolt Figure 3. Temporarily remove the
screw that attach the hard lines to the inside frame rails Figures 3 & 4 to allow for more
working space. The U-bolt at the rear on the driver’s side (marked with tag) may be difficult
to put into place due to the restricted space but we have shortened it about 1/2" to make it
easier to twist into place. Keep it as far to the rear as possible.

6. Next, push the U-bolts through the holes in the mounting plates. Place the flat washers, lock
washers and nuts on the U-bolts but do not tighten at this point.



7. Once all of the bolts with washers have been started, check the slider position to the front and
to the rear, and keep a consistent gap (around 1”) between the slider and the bottom of the
rocker panel. Tighten all of the nuts rotating from top to bottom to ensure the U-bolt stays
straight. Recheck each for tightness. Finally, check the Parking Brake cable at the rear slider
mount gusset to insure they are not touching. If they are, you can slightly bend the parking
brake cable bracket until the cable is no longer touching the slider mount gusset Figure 5.

8. Cutting the rocker panel for 2010-2013 non Trail Edition if opted. This can be done with
a rotary tool or saw of choice. We used a rotary tool and a base attachment that allows the
tool to act as a miniature router. We picked ours up at Sears. Great control is gained with the
inexpensive purchase of the rotary tool base.

9. Begin by choosing an area where you will be less likely to damage the rocker panel. The
rocker panel is held in place by screws on each end and beneath each door’s weather
stripping (the doors will need to be open for the screws to be removed). Once the screws are
removed, the rocker panel can be removed by unsnapping the remaining fasteners.

10. Masking tape should be applied at the point where the rocker is to be cut to avoid scratching
the paint and the cutting point is measured from the lip just below the chrome strip trim
(about 1-1/2”) Figure 6.

11. Draw a straight line across the face and on the ends of the rocker to be cut Figure 7. Measure
twice and cut once. Remember, you have one chance to get it right.

12. Make sure you are wearing your safety glasses before cutting and it helps to have a friend
hold the rocker while it is being cut.

13. First, cut the bracing on the backside of the rocker Figure 8. Next, turn the rocker over and
cut the face side.

14. Lightly sand or grind the cut edge -- remove the tape -- and reinstall.

KDSS Installed
15. Refer to steps 1- 2.
16. Remove the KDSS hard line bracket bolts and parking brake cable bracket bolts on the

outside of the frame rail to the rear of the KDSS reservoir and pump to create enough space
to insert the U-bolt through the rear mounting plate.

17. Refer to step 3.
18. With a jack positioned at the front of the slider and one at the rear, gently lift the slider

upward while keeping the mounting plates between the frame and the hard lines and
parking brake cable.

19. Refer to step 5. Then add the bolt-in gussets to the center and rear mounting brackets.
20. Refer to step 6. Replace the 8mm KDSS hard line bolt closest to the rear slider mounting

bracket Figure 9 (circled) with the supplied M8 x 30mm bolt and 7/16” spacer (1/2” nut) to
be placed between the frame and hard line bracket after the slider has been installed. Then
tighten all of the hard line and parking brake cable bracket bolts. Make sure none of the hard
lines are touching the slider mounting plates.



With KDSS                                                With KDSS
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SAFETY FIRST

Observe proper safety procedures during installation. Improperly used
tools and unsafe procedures can cause injury or death. Refer to

manufacturers manuals for use and warnings of tools to be used.
Modifications to your vehicle can cause dangerous conditions. The

buyers and users of this product assume all risks associated with the
installation and use of this product. All installations should be made by

a qualified mechanic.

DISCLAIMER

White Knuckle Off Road Products, LLC stands behind all of our quality off-
road fabricated products. WKORP will not be held responsible nor will we

accept liability for failure of parts as a result of extreme off-road use. Minor
modifications may be required to allow the installation of our products.
Modifications to your vehicle using products manufactured by WKORP

may create dangerous conditions. Modifications to your vehicle are done at
your own risk. WKORP will not accept responsibility or liability from

damage or personal injury caused by installing or using installed products
manufactured by WKORP whether intended or unintended. The buyer
accepts all responsibility and risks associated with any modifications

using WKORP manufactured products. All products manufactured by White
Knuckle Off Road Products, LLC are for off-road use only.

The powder coated finish provided by WKORP will carry no warranty or
guarantee. The powder coated finish is provided as a service. Any damage
to the finish during shipping must be reported immediately. Any damage,

wear, or anomalies incurred to the finish after receiving parts from WKORP
are the responsibility of the buyer or user.

www.white-knuckleoffroad.com


